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with accessibility rules. Staying with anything for 30 years is an achievement. Years ago, it was common to start and end your career with one company. Currently, workers regularly change companies and careers. When a colleague reaches the 30th birthday mark, party with one of these holiday ideas. Play a guessing
game with honored using this fun idea. During your guest's party, have the other employees bring the guest of honor 30 things, preferably things he particularly likes. For example, if he is known for liking gumballs or a certain kind of pen, gather 30 of these items and present them as a gift. Add to the fun of having
honored guess the theme of the party. It will be hilarious watching him try to guess that the theme is 30 Somethes when he is surrounded by such a hodgepodge of elements. A cost-effective and meaningful way to celebrate a 30-year marker is to have your fellow workman list of 30 standout qualities that your guest of
honor possesses. Set up a poster panel somewhere he won't see and, for a few weeks before the party, encourage staff to list these qualities in the 30 designated venues. Decorate the board with your guest's favorite colors and pennies, would be a picture of his prized possession of the antique car or beloved dog.
When it's time, present your final masterpiece listing your honored 30 great qualities at a party featuring baked items in the shape of number 30. Gather the managers the employee worked on and ask each to come up with enough accomplishments to reach number 30. may be significant or minuscule. You can
encourage humorous ones too, it would be once I actually found out the color of his office, where your honorist is particularly dirty. Include colleagues if you have trouble coming up with 30 achievements. Present these items in a creative way that he can display later, would be writing facts on pieces of leaf-shaped paper
and tying them to a large tree branch. R R Gift for such a significant anniversary is an album with pictures and memories of good times in the last 30 years. Not only fill the album with photos, but also gather letters of achievement and memories of tense moments that are now funny, as when the copier stopped working
just before this truly important meeting several years ago. Include your honored loved ones in on adding things too. When it's time, arrange a special lunch for your guest of honor and present the album. People's abilities involve the ability to communicate with and relate to others. They also include listening to others to
help solve problems in the workplace. People's effective skills allow you to interact with managers, colleagues and clients, providing support and ideas for decision-making that promotes the goals of a project or a workplace. People's skills come into play when they offer suggestions and take tips to reach mutual
agreements that achieve the development of successful plans. This helps create a supportive work environment by opening up communication between people, notes the human resources management department of the University of Iowa. You share your opinions with others and consider their input, as well as for
effective feedback. Depending on your position in the workplace, you might relay specific information for orientation and direction. Your interpersonal skills help you provide support and encouragement to others, helping them focus on specific work activities. Using constructive advice, you can convey what a person has
done correctly and if they may need further improvements. Good personal skills show that you have the ability to maintain a deep interest in the concerns and feelings of others. Use these skills to find ways that help people find solutions. People's skills include an understanding of how different employees work, with a
tolerance of their actions. Knowing the character or attitude of your colleagues makes you feel good about their mood and how they should react. For example, some difficult projects may cause your colleagues to feel pessimistic. Understanding their feelings from day to day helps boost their morale. You can tell them
that they have done difficult tasks before and explain that this is not much different. The skills of good people convey an openness to allow people to share their personal experiences. They value your trust, and when you consider their feelings, needs, thoughts and preferences, you earn their respect, making it a better
working environment. The speaking and presentation of information clearly and for people and groups leads to better job performance from everyone. If you are in a position to explain certain jobs, maintain good eye contact to capture the full attention of people. Along with speaking clearly, you need to ask for clarification
when necessary. Get other people's perspectives, allow them to make their points and ask questions when needed, without interrupting improperly. This listening listening gives you the ability to maintain cooperation between your colleagues. You can accept their ideas and also share your support and ideas to achieve
mutual goals in the workplace. You have an easier time to convince them that your ideas might work, and they, in turn, can make their case for you. Having good people skills means listening to all sides and making better judgments. Your human skills require you to be a team player. Together with your own goals, pay
attention to the opinions of each person for cooperation, which helps the objectives of the team in the workplace. A team often includes different points of view, each offering a part of the solution. Team membership helps you gain leadership qualities to communicate the visions and goals of others that improve work and
productivity in the workplace. Hiring good skills helps you get results for your team and work. It's hard to find a celebrity who hasn't attached his name to a product or company. Most often, the rich and famous are quick to get behind clothing brands, perfume lines, and various foods, but that is not always the case. From
interior design to diamond mines, here are six celebs that have unusual side associations that certainly deviate from the beaten path. 1. Carmen Electra Frazer Harrison / Getty Images Electra, which was in Baywatch, Scary Movie, My Boss's Daughter, and Data Movie, among others, is also in the pole stripper business.
Carmen Electra Portable Stripper Pole Kit aims to teach both novice and experienced pole dancers to use their pole as a means of exercise. This isn't the first time electra has ventured into the exercise industry either. It also has a series of aerobic striptease DVDs, entitled Aerobic Striptease, Fit To Strip, Advanced
Aerobic Striptease and The Lap Dance &amp; Hip-Hop. 2. Kevin Costner Jason Kempin / Getty Images You might know Costner as the all-star actor who starred in major movies, would be Dances with Wolves, Field of Dreams, and Mr. Brooks, but this talented Hollywood star is also invested in the environment.
Business Insider writes that in 1995 he began developing oil separation machines and that the eco-friendly actor acquired a company specializing in oil-water separations, Ocean Therapy Solutions, for $24 million. Business Insider reports that the government used six of Costner's company's cars in 2010, and BP ended
up renting 32 of them after a successful test. Who would have thought that Costner has so much going for him on and off the big screen? 3. Venus Williams Al Bello/Getty Images Williams is well-known for her superior tennis skills, but when she doesn't play, she found another risk to occupy her time. In she launched a
design firm Jupiter, Florida, VStarr Interiors, and saw success instantly. According to sun Sentinel, the Williams interior design firm's portfolio is made up of clients who are in the NFL and NBA, and also includes well-known hotels and production sets. In her interview with Sun Sentinel, Sentinel, said that there are some
similarities between running a business and playing on the tennis court. Start at the bottom and learn along the way. That still doesn't mean they think you can do the job, she told the publication. But I like the process. I love the battle. 4. Akon Rick Diamond / Getty Images for Boys &amp; Girls Clubs of Metro Atlanta
Maybe one of the most interesting celebrity adventures belongs to Akon. Elite Daily writes that in 2005, the rapper bought a diamond mine in Africa. Akon never revealed exactly he got to be his purchase, but in an interview with The Independent, he said: Diamonds will always be for sale, people are always going to get
married, black people will always want to shine and bling-bling. He added: 'I've always felt that if you get to a point where you have enough money to invest in something real, you have to invest in something that has to do with a natural resource because that's going to be here forever - so you might as well invest in
something that's going to be here rather than investing in something that's going to wear out. I know for a fact that they will sell forever. If you ever see Akon wearing a dazzling diamond, chances are he got it from his mine in South Africa. 5. Clint Eastwood Kevin Winter /Getty Images When Eastwood is not starring in
blockbuster hits, such as Gran Torino, Million Dollar Baby, and Unforgiven, he is running the two businesses: Mission Ranch Hotel and Restaurant and Tehama Golf Club. His California farm, which he bought in 1986, lives on 22 acres and consists of 31 hotel rooms and a restaurant, according to the Mission Ranch
website. Eastwood saved the property from becoming a place for condominium development and had each of the property's buildings renovated to reflect a different architectural period. Tehama Golf Club, also located in California, includes a refined 18-hole golf course. The beauty of the earth is what drew me here
years ago. Undoubtedly one of the best places to live on the west coast. Tehama is an extraordinary community, with its stunning surroundings and exclusive homesites, Eastwood told Rich Journey. 6. Will Ferrell Source: Thinkstock Ferrell has found a way to make people laugh, even when he's not on the big screen.
Ferrell, along with Adam McKay and Chris Henchy, created Funny or Die, a comedy video site that was started by Gary Sanchez Productions and combines user-generated content and original content. According to The Hollywood Reporter, the idea for the site first came out of a 2007 brainstorming session. Over the
years, this idea has turned into a profitable business. The site first showed success with video The Landlord, which featured McKay's then 2-year-old daughter screaming at Ferrell while she drank a fake beer and tried to collect rent from him on THR. I never wanted to be forced and sweaty. Just a cool, fun thing to play
with, Ferrell told the publication. More from Cheap Sheet: Sheet:
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